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Ardoyne Road, West Belfast 



The Holy Cross dispute occurred in 2001 and 2002 in the Ardoyne area of Belfast, Northern Ireland, and involved 
 an escalating dispute between on the one hand the pupils and parents of Holy Cross R.C. Primary School  
and on the other the residents of a loyalist area that lay on the route to the front entrance of the school. 
  
 A loyalist picket arose following accusations that nationalists had used the school route as a cover to cause damage  
and/or harassment in their community. In particular there was a dispute over the origins of a fight involving on one  
side two men putting up Loyalist flags and on the other the occupants of a car driving through the area. 
 
Allegations that the car drove at the ladder and knocked the two men off are disputed by a woman living in the loyalist  
area - she says that the car drove by and the men putting up flags threw the ladder at the car, starting a fight. 
 
Others alleged that the Provisional Irish Republican Army used the journey to school to gather intelligence. 



Ardoyne Road, September 2001 



Ardoyne Riots, July 12, 2011 



















Drawing first ideas at Holy Cross 



Drawing first ideas at Wheatfield  











Wheatfield Primary School  



Holy Cross Primary School 

















Charly 



Ryan and Meagan 





Tyrna and Fonchea 





Margaret and Rachel 



Catherine Filloux 
Playwright 



Shawna and Carly 







Margaret 



Charly painted the Titanic 
Darren painted a new Titanic that 
will not sink. He will build it.  



Brandon: “Claudia, Do you remember 
 Genevive from P4?” 
 
Claudia: “Yes, I do” 
 
Brandon: “Well,  She can hardly  
stop talking about “Integrating” 
 

Genevive, P 4 









Stepping Stone mural 
 
Holy Cross artists paint at Wheatfield 



Wheatfield finished the work  
of Holy Cross 



Stepping Stone mural 
Wheatfield artists paint at Holy Cross 







Wheatfield artists refer to war. 
They want peace. 







George Bess 
For Wheatfield children, he was a hero. 
The Catholic community thinks he is a drunk and a looser. 
He is remembered while arriving to  Belfast: George Bess International Airport 



Lila paints a self-portrait  



Holy Cross Primary School Mural 



Wheatfield Primary Cross Mural 







Wheatfield children listen to their voices through the sound sculpture 



Through The Eyes of Our Children is a community and collaborative art project  
created by children from Holy Cross Primary School and Wheatfield Primary School, in Belfast,  
Northern Ireland in September, 2011. 
 
I would like to thank Mrs. McNally, Principal of Holy Cross, Mr. Waugh, Principal of Wheatfield,  
to the teachers from both schools, to Pauline Ross from the Playhouse in Derry, to Catherine Filloux,  
and Siuan and Kirstin McLaughlin. 
 
Above all, my deepest  thanks are to the young artists participants of this project who helped us 
see the world through their eyes. 
 
 

    Claudia Bernardi, October 2011 
 


